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 Finding the correct advertising option to leave a lasting impression is crucial

– ensuring you get as much exposure as you possibly can. 

Fixed or Transportable Posters and Banners are an effective way of doing so.

Brought to South Australia exclusively by Boileau Dynamic Visuals from

Fujivision (a division of Fujifilm), the LED Postar Banner has been engineered

with the latest technology resulting in a smoother, slimmer profile.

It has wheels for easy movement, and content can be created on a computer

and uploaded instantly through user-friendly content management software,

which can be accessed from any device connected to the internet.
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BUY OR H IRE YOUR OWN LED BANNER



Enables video, animation, still pictures, and audio.

Unit Resolution: 384x216 / 320x180 / 240 x 135

Content dimensions: 384 x 1080 pixels (this may vary depending on the

model)

Portable with wheels

Natural colour restoration

Amazing visual effect

Wi-Fi accessibility

Perfect display of content under bright environment

Applications

Suitable for: schools, hotels, restaurants, airports, showrooms, retail stores,

boardrooms, corporate events, conferences, expos, shopping malls, banks,

hospitals, companies, and more.

Used for: brand awareness, product releases, product demonstrations,

menus, upcoming events.

Easy Installation

Plug-and-play

Wheels

One-to-many centralised content publishing

Wi-Fi or cable connection

Full frontal access for module and receiving card

High-definition experience

Optimise your organisation's exposure

Boileau Dynamic Visuals offers long-term rental, short-term hire, or you can

buy one of your own. Contact us to discuss a suitable package that may

include advertising on our LED Screen and design assistance.
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THE SPECS
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Boileau  Dynamic Visuals is a division of Boileau Business Technology.

Boileau is a trusted South Australian family company, specialising in providing

technology solutions to the business community of South Australia since 1989.

We provide a client experience built upon a professional consultative approach,

consistent engagement process, long-term technology partnerships, and the

team’s focussed skill sets.

This combination continues to enable Boileau to uniquely deliver technology

and operational advantages that are not traditionally available to businesses in

the South Australian market, to support them in achieving their strategic

business goals. 
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CONTACT US


